The Social Structure of Police Misconduct
Andrew Papachristos
Northwestern University
Parkes Hall, Rm 222
3:30 to 4:50 pm
*Joint with Crime, Law, and Society Workshop

Making All Black Lives Matter: How Black Women Activists Navigate Conflict Within Their Communities
Karlia Brown
1812 Chicago Ave.
Seminar Room
5:00 to 6:30 pm

Mini Symposium with the University of Chicago Urban Workshop
U Chicago Urban Workshop
5:00-6:30pm
Location TBD

Does your work involve subjects concerning local communities, metropolitan areas, or global systems of cities? The Urban/Community Workshop focuses on cities as both a subject of inquiry and the framing context for a variety of social phenomena. Topics include natural and built environments, networks of interaction, organizations and institutional structures, and the symbolic and cultural meanings constructed and constraining life in cities. Email urbancommunityworkshop@gmail.com to join the mailing list or express interest in presenting your research.